Outperforms everyone else. Just like you
The new Audi RS 5 Coupé and RS 5 Sportback
Performance is an attitude
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Performance is an attitude

The breath-taking Audi RS 5 simply oozes confidence. The in-your-face front sweeps through raised wheel arches to culminate in either a sleek Coupé or remarkably flexible Sportback. Look under the bonnet where its powerful potential lies – a 2.9-litre TFSI twin-turbo V6 engine kicking out 331 kW and more torque than any of its predecessors.

All this beastly prowess is engineered into a car that’s eager to please its driver – a dream to control and enjoyable to exploit, with agile handling that can be trusted in both wet and dry conditions. Its impressive straight-line speed and sharp cornering abilities are thanks to the standard quattro all-wheel-drive system. Despite its intimidating appearance and track-ready hardware, the real charm is how supremely comfortable the RS 5 rides over distances short or long – an involving and addictive daily drive.
Beast, beauty and brains

From the outside this predator is shaped beautifully, and on the inside it’s clear that aesthetics and creature comforts won out. The cabin is quilted with opulent surfaces and laden with luxuries such as massaging front seats and three-zone auto air-conditioning. The RS-specific trims and high-tech features like a rear-view camera system and lane change assistance ensures safety alongside sportiness.

The RS 5 Sportback also delivers added luggage space with adjustable rear seats that give this sports car the ability to fit your gear. The standard Audi navigation plus system helps you discover the best route to your destination. You’ll be followed by envious looks as you link up your smartphone and blast your favourites through the Bang & Olufsen with 3D sound system.
Intelligent upgrade for your car

The new Audi RS 5 Coupé and Sportback are even smarter than their predecessors with the Audi connect suite as part of the standard equipment. This innovative technology connects you and your Audi in realtime. By linking your car and your smartphone, Audi connect brings you the power of intelligent networking while you’re on the move.

Advanced safety and security features like automatic accident emergency call are standard. You’ll also have Remote Access which lets you manage your car from wherever you are. Enhanced navigation helps you discover the best route. Upgrade the infotainment package to explore your favourite music, social media, or news and weather services. Experience a safer, more comfortable and efficient drive with Audi connect.

Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa
Whatever your perspective, the distinctively sporty character of the Audi RS 5 Coupé and RS 5 Sportback will grab attention. Sophisticated lines draw your eyes upwards, while making the car’s speedy intentions undeniable. The openly predatorial front sweeps across to a robust rear with the aggressive RS rear diffuser integrating the harmonious RS sports exhaust.

The RS 5 Coupé offers a slick 2-seater option for unencumbered gallivanting; or opt for the family-friendly 5-seater RS 5 Sportback. Both sprint with self-assurance, using the 20-inch wheels and RS sport suspension to cling to the road.
RS 5 model highlights

Available as both RS 5 Coupé and RS 5 Sportback

- Matrix LED headlights
- Audi connect
- RS sport suspension
- RS sport exhausts
- Bang & Olufsen with 3D sound
- 20-inch wheels
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